



Remodel, Rejuvenate & Reclaim Confid-
ence with AccuTite Non-Surgical Facelifts

It's here - one of the most highly anticipated aesthetic treatments loved by Hollywood A-
Listers has now landed in the UK. InMode have launched AccuTite; the smallest Radio-
Frequency Assisted Lipolysis (RFAL™) device on the market. It's designed for treating ar-
eas of the body & face that require pinpoint accuracy and precise heating (even on areas 
as small as the eyelids and brows; as well as the mid face & jowls.) And the results it can 
achieve are mind-blowing.

AccuTite's cutting-edge technology is able to correct & reverse signs of facial ageing 
without surgery and little downtime - if any at all. It promises a total facial refresh - 
without having to go under the knife; using minimally invasive techniques that deliver max-
imum impact results. This revolutionary, high-performing skin-tightening treatment is less 
painful to experience than other skin-tightening treatments - and it's rapidly becoming the 
gold standard in minimally-invasive anti-aging technology.

Deemed 'The New Standard' in cosmetic medicine, AccuTite is a non-surgical, energy-
based treatment (using radio frequency energy) that provokes natural tissue rejuvenation 
whilst triggering energy-assisted lipolysis (targeted fat destruction) and progressively tight-
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ening skin tissue. It stimulates facial RF contraction without the need for excisional sur-
gery. These factors mean that AccuTite can have a dramatic effect on facial structure; ri-
valling the results of surgical facelifts but without many of the side effects & risk factors... 
and with minimal downtime.

During the treatment, the radio frequency energy delivered into the dermis significantly in-
creases collagen production; tightening and rejuvenating the skin and its structure. Unlike 
a facelift, non-surgical AccuTite procedures don't manipulate tissues - instead they en-
courage your body to naturally tighten its superficial tissue. The end result? Smoother 
skin, defined facial structure, sharper jawlines and tighter skin on the neck. Results 
of a single treatment can last up to 5 years.

Recent studies have shown that radio frequency-assisted lipolysis technology (such as all-
new AccuTite) have much greater skin tightening potential than other FDA approved non-
invasive skin tightening devices. The results this incredible procedure can achieve are re-
markably similar to those promised by surgical treatments... but without any of the tradi-
tional discomfort and downtime associated with these surgeries. 



There are several benefits in opting for non-surgical facial rejuvenation treatments such as 
AccuTite, including:

- No surgical risks
- No surgical scars
- Treatment only involves local anaesthesia - no sedation required
- Mild side effects; usually only limited to small amounts of swelling & bruising
- Short recovery period
- Consistent, predictable results across the treatment area
- Long-lasting results

AccuTite treatments take around 40 minutes - 1 hour to complete; with your skin becoming 
ever-more supple, firm, and youthful as your body produces higher levels of natural colla-
gen following the procedure. Small but powerful, some results will be visible immediately 
after your AccuTite treatment;  with most patients noticing approx 30-40% of the results 
once any post-treatment swelling has gone down (after 4-6 weeks.) However, your treated 
area will continue to improve, with final results peaking around 6 months.

Nothing looks more natural than skin that has been restored from within. If you're a 
little wary of going under the knife - or fearful of painful procedures & long periods of 
down-time, AccuTite is for you. This groundbreaking treatment can achieve substantial re-
sults without any of the downtime or scarring of traditional procedures. 

For more information, expert comment, or to book a treatment review contact lucy@cos-
meticpr.com 
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